Discrete Bluetooth™ connectivity.
One of the smallest fully featured Bluetooth™ Wireless USB adapters for Phone, PDA, Notebook and the rest of your digital life.

The new Dynamode BT-USB-M1 breaks the unadventurous design of competing Bluetooth™ adapters by offering most of the host electronics within the confines of the actual USB connector! Result – a Bluetooth™ adapter which can be left permanently plugged into a Notebook’s USB Port, while in its Notebook bag, or moving from office to office without fear of the device becoming unplugged or damaged.

Fully Bluetooth™ Version 2.00 compliant for simultaneous connections to other Bluetooth™ devices and a high-powered Class-1 100 metre range using a data transmission of up to 3Mbps coupled with extensive Wireless security.

Ideal for Bluetooth™ PAN (personal area networking), VoIP applications, data transfer and Fax/Dialup applications, the new Dynamode BT-USB-M1 breaks the convention in discrete Bluetooth™ connectivity.

Advanced features
Ultra compact – slightly larger than a USB plug
Up to 3Mbps Bluetooth™ data speeds
Bluetooth™ v2.0 and v1.2 compliant
Class-1 compliant – up to 100 metre range*
CSR™ low power Processor
USB2.0 Interface – Plug n’ Play
Ideal for Phone, PDA, Notebook and Printer
Bundled Bluesoleil™ Utilities for easy connection
Supports VoIP, Data, Dial-Up/Fax and Headsets
Ideal for Windows™ 98, SE, ME, 2000, XP and Vista™
Compatible with MAC OS X™ (10.5.x) or higher**

* Subject to environmental factors
** Separate Drivers maybe required